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Sometimes all you need is 20 seconds of  
insane courage.

This is the line Matt Damon’s character offered his son in the 
movie, We Bought a Zoo, promising ‘something great will 
come of it.’ Maybe this will be the mantra you can gulp down 
just before you leave your comfort zone. The experts agree 
that most learning takes place when you are uncomfortable 
– when you are outside the norms of your life. If you want to 
make progress, you’ll have to bravely step into a new arena, a 
new relationship, a new process. You will feel some discomfort 
but you’ll live. 

But I don’t want to sell my toys.

An old Yellow Pages television commercial portrayed a 
salesperson who called on a toymaker who had obviously 
been in his shop a long time. When the salesperson suggested 
that advertising in the Yellow Pages could help him sell his 
wonderful toys, the proprietor responded, “but I don’t want to 
sell my toys.” Sometimes, courage is needed to leave an old, 
unsuccessful path. I often find that change won’t occur until 
the pain is great enough - we don’t move bravely until the pain 
is overwhelming. Of course, the most common outcome is: I 
should have done this a long time ago.  

3 TOOLS FOR  
INSPIRING CHANGE:

Video

Mel Robbins has many videos on 
YouTube, most revolving around her 
simple ideas about making personal 
change. This is a “push” strategy – she 
challenges you to move. Find a video 
you like. Listen at the start of your day 
for maximum results 

Book

I really enjoyed listening to Elizabeth 
Gilbert read her book, Big Magic, on 
CD.  I’d call this a “pull” strategy – 
as she invites you into a new vision 
for creative living. Entertaining and 
thought-provoking. 

Software

A friend recently detailed the 
productivity he gained from tracking his 
use of time in his professional life.  He 
challenged me to track just one element 
for starters. Change arrives almost 
instantly. Check out this simple app: 
ATracker 

STRUGGLING TO 
MAKE CHANGES? 

Mel Robbins’ TED Talk

https://www.amazon.com/Big-Magic-Creative-Living-Beyond/dp/1594634718/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1472478307&sr=8-1&keywords=big+Magic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lp7E973zozc

